Etiopathogenesis of pediatric Crohn's disease. Biologic pathways based on interactions between genetic and environmental factors.
The incidence and prevalence of Crohn's disease (CD) among children in developed countries is extremely high. Although, dietary factors have long been implicated, to date no single causative element has been identified. Risks or benefits for CD from dietary elements would depend on their appropriate metabolism within the gut by xenobiotic metabolising enzymes (XME). The metabolising capacity among individuals differs and is determined by the level and/or activity of the specific XME. As the latter is the function of the DNA variants that code them, we propose that certain individuals exposed to dietary elements are likely to be more or less susceptible for CD. We highlight this hypothesis by describing gene-environment interaction (GxE) mechanisms that could determine susceptibility for CD. We suggest that investigating these mechanisms will be paramount for the appropriate identification of susceptible populations, such that preventive and/or therapeutic interventions could be adequately targeted.